Abstract: Arbitrary patterns, consisting of sub-wavelength sized nano particles, are developed by laser induced dewetting of ultrathin gold films (e.g., 5, 7.5, and 10 nm). We demonstrate that the light induced local temperature determines the resulting dewetting structures.
. Laser induced dewetting of gold film with thicknesses of (a) 5 nm, (b) 7.5 nm, and (c) 10 nm. In these transmission micrographs, laser peak intensities used to create "LLNL" pattern in each quadrant are set to 170, 341, 512, and 682 kW/cm 2 (from left to right and top to bottom). The scale bar is 100 µm.
In this study, we conducted laser beam raster-scan on ultrathin gold films with various thickness (e.g., 5, 7.5, and 10 nm) to investigate the thickness influences on the dewetting process (Fig. 1) . Laser induced dewetting of gold film was performed with a 532 nm CW laser (the 1/e 2 beam radius: 4.1 µm) and a motorized stage was used to translate a sample (speed: 2 mm/s) to develop the patterns, as described by the arrows (step size: 2 µm). The gold films were deposited by e-beam evaporation (deposition rate: 0.1 nm/s) on Piranha cleaned fused silica substrate (1 mm thick). Since gold films have a Volmer-Weber growth mode, its as-deposited surface morphology changes from islands to complete film via percolated stage as it grows [7] . The as-deposit morphologies at the vicinity of the percolation threshold vary between isolated island and more percolated films. We have studied the dewetting behavior for these very distinct initial morphologies and will present the details in the talk.
Dewetting of the three samples resulted in a color change, indicating that the size of nano structures developed is in sub-wavelength, verified by SEM imaging. They showed a similar transmission color change under the same laser-induced dewetting conditions. Laser peak intensities for quadrants from left to right, top to bottom, were of 170, 341, 512, and 682 kW/cm 2 and the three samples' transmission color became red, as the peak intensity increased (or, with dewetting temperature rise). This transmission rise in red is associated with formation of nano particles (< ~100 nm) as the scattering (Qscat) near red (~ 1.8 eV) is diminished as the size of nano particle is reduced based on Mie's theory [8] . These as-deposited films of different initial morphologies experienced similar dewetting process: nanoparticle size reduction upon temperature rise. 2 ) The region with star shows just-percolated as-deposited film morphology. The scale bar is 1 µm.
In order to investigate in detail how the dewetting structure is developed over various temperature range, 7.5 nm (just-percolated) gold film was laser line-scanned (described by the arrow). This exerted various temperature range (illustrated by the red curve) on the film across the scan axis, and therefore, dewetting behavior under various temperature can be effectively captured in one SEM image (Fig. 2) . In the as-deposited area (indicated by star), empty space is observed, and this just-percolated 7.5 nm film turned into isolated nano particles toward the laser beam center, under the laser line-scan. Spatial temperature distribution upon laser scan is calculated based on a solution, presented by Cline [9] , and nano structural information such as particle size is spatially analyzed by image processing (ImageJ). Based on these data (not shown), we correlated temperature and dewetting behavior, which shows that laser-induced dewetting is governed by local temperature.
In this study, we performed laser induced dewetting of ultrathin (e.g., 5, 7.5, and 10 nm) gold film by demonstrating arbitrary patterns, consisting of sub-wavelength sized nano particles. We also investigated dewetting behavior of ultrathin gold film under various temperature range and confirmed that laser induced dewetting is governed by local temperature. In the talk, we will further present micrographs, SEM images with image processed data, and transmission spectrum of laser-induced dewetting structures, and temperature model. 
